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Hearthstone gameplay guide

Blizzard Entertainment's latest game has grown at a strong pace over the past year, reaching 30 million registered users in May. Herteston is what is known as the Collectible Card Game (CCG), a leading genre in the 90s by Magic: Assembly and many imitators. Players collect cards representing creatures, spells, and
other wonderful things, and build 30 deck cards that can be used to play against each other. The game is tactical without being overly complex, fast-paced enough so that you can easily click on a few games in your daily commute. If the world of warcraft has an endless cycle of regression and rebirth is any indicator,
Blizzard will be keeping this game running for more than a decade. So, if you've avoided Herthston until now, there's still plenty of time to learn. Pull up a chair and read our guide to the basics. Obviously the first step is to install the game. Worthstone is available for free on PCs as well as Apple and Android devices. No
matter which platform you want to run, you'll need to create an account Battle.net. Battle.net is a platform to launch and update all Blizzard games. Even if it plays on a mobile device, you will need to calculate Battle.net. Your progress in single player modes and your card set is linked to your account, so whenever you
sign in to Hearthstone on any device you will have access to your group. Once you've set up your account, you can download the game through Battle.net on your PC, or through apple, Google Play or Amazon app stores if you're on a mobile device. With everything taken care of, it's time to start playing. Click the panel
to go to this part of the guide the following page: Basics before you can do anything else, you will have to play introductory missions. These six encounters will guide you through some basic aspects of the game, such as different types of cards and how to interact with the game interface. The game will hold your hand
through most of these battles, so don't worry about screwing. The Dissection Board is a board wave with you on the underside and your opponent on top. Deck - The set of cards you will play with. Each player builds a deck of 30 cards before the game starts. It is an adjustment at the beginning of the game. Hand - the
cards you currently have are available to play. You can see the cards in your hand, while the cards will appear in your opponent's hand on your face down. Mana - a resource that allows you to play cards. Both players start with one mana crystal and get another one each turn, up to ten total. Each card has a mana cost.
When you play a card, you will empty but many mana crystals are needed to pay for them. At the beginning of your next turn, your empty mana crystals will be refilled. Health - Both players start with 30 health, and the first to lose from 0. Although seizures and abilities can restore lost health, the player's health cannot go
above However, some of the shield grant capabilities, which work similarly to health. The damage to the player has a shield will reduce their shield rather than health. Power Hero - each hero has a unique power, which you can use by clicking on this icon. Hero powers cost two mana to activate, and can be used once in a
turn. Minions – creatures that call to fight your opponent. Enemy Minions – Creatures call your opponent to fight you. Types of minion cards - cards that remain on the board after they are played. Minions can attack your opponent and their minions, and many have special abilities that can change the state of the game.
Normally the minions can't attack on the same turn that you played. Each category has its own unique minions. However, there is also a large selection of neutral minions, which any class can put in the deck. Mana Cost: The amount of mana required to play this card from your hand. Attack: The amount of damage that a
minion causes when attacking. Health: How much damage can it take to make it before death. Some of the effects can restore health in the lost Menon. There are also effects that can increase the maximum health of minion. Note: In discussions about Herthston, players generally describe minion statistics in attack/health
form. For example, the card in the picture above, Archmage Antonidas, can be referred to as 5/7 minion. Text: Effects and capabilities of the card. Not all minions have an effect (colloquially known as vanilla) but for those who do not, there are a wide range of effects, some common and some very unique. Spells - cards
that have an immediate effect when playing and then disappear. There are many different spells, and they are all unique to a particular category. Weapons – like minions, weapons stay on board when played. They allow a hero to attack as if they were minions. Also like minions, the weapons have attack stats, which
determines the hero's damage not when attacking with one. Another statistic on a weapon is durability, which determines how many times you can attack a hero using this weapon before it disappears. Some weapons will have abilities as well. Secrets – cards that stay on board after they have been played. Unlike
minions and weapons, you can't see what particular trap your opponent played. It will simply appear as a question mark over the image of your opponent's hero. The secret of the player will activate when certain circumstances occur on the role of their opponent, ie when enemy attacks. Keywords to know as mentioned,
there is a wide range of effects and abilities that can be card. Here are some of the common ones to look for. Battlecry: An effect that leads when a minion or weapon is played. Deathrattle: An effect that runs when a device or weapon is destroyed. Sarcasm: You must attack minions that have sarcasm before any other
enemies. As such, Taunt cards with great procrastination for aggressive stalling decks. Silence: Effect removes all effects and changes of state of the minion. The ability that allows the miniato to attack on the same turn played. Divine Shield: A capability that negates the following example of the damage the creature
takes. Ghost: Prevents the speaker from being targeted through spells, capabilities and attacks. Minions lose the ghost when they deal with damage. Next page: Choose a class selection class when building a new deck and you will be asked first to choose a class. The classes are characters that have access to a
special ability called hero power, which cost two mana and can be used once at every turn. In addition to the hero's power, each class also spells and minions that you can only play. For example: only Warlocks can put flame snares on floors, while only mags can have fireballs. There are no restrictions on the categories
you can run or the number of categories. You can get a deck of each class, if you want, or multiple decks of one class. The only limitation on your collection is that you can only get nine floors at a time. Druids: Forest Ranger, Druid specializes in getting mana quickly and calling big creatures. Using creatures with high
health and irony, they can set up enormous defenses that the opponent must penetrate. Many druid cards allow the player to choose between different effects when entering the gameplay, i.e. druids from the flame, which may call either 2/5 or 5/2 minion. Hero Power: Shapeshift - gives Druid 1 attack (that's only turn),
and 1 shield. No huge effect, but getting both gives Druid some versatility. Hunter: An aggressive class that focuses on quickly taking out the opponent's health. Many minions are monsters, and they have a number of cards that get in synergy with monsters. For example, when houndmaster is played it can give the
monster +2/+2 and tinding. The combination of low-cost minions and damage supplications allows them to demolish their opponent before there is time to respond. Hero Power: Steady Shot - 2 Deals Damage to the Opponent. This reliable source of damage allows Hunter to maintain constant pressure on the opponent.
Maggie: Magic Master, Mag uses spells to destroy enemy minions or stall their opponent, controlling the flow of the game. Mages have a wide range of spelling effects, allowing them to respond to any situation that arises. Mages specialize in using high damage spells to eliminate enemy minions or significantly reduce
the health of their opponent. Mages are also one of the few classes that have secrets, and their varied effects mean that opponents have to play with caution. Hero Power: Fireblast - 1 Damage Deals. While it may seem weak, Maggie's power provides an amazing benefit, as you can use it on anything, friend or enemy.
Paladin: The Hero of Justice, Paladin specializes in summoning minions and using spells and abilities to make them stronger. By improving the client's attack or giving them abilities such as divine shield, as well as by weakening enemy minions, Paladins can turn a seemingly losing cause into a winning battle. Paladin is
also used With unique effects to control the board. Hero Power: Boost - Call 1/1 generous hand recruiting. The strength of Paladin means they will always have the option of putting Minion on board, and although 1/1 may be weak, Paladin has a lot of spells and abilities to make it useful. Priest: A controlled class, the
priest uses cards that allow him to steal opposition minions, copy cards in the deck, and turn their own tools against them. By using many heals and promotes health to keep themselves and minions alive, priests can maintain their defenses for a while. They also have a number of options to remove or weaken enemy



minions, such as the word shadow: death or Shrinkmeister. Hero Power: Less Healing - Restore 2 Health. The power of priests provides an amazing benefit, allowing them to keep their creatures alive much longer than they should be. Rogue: Sneaky class for those who want to set up large combos. Rogue likes to play a
lot of cards in turn, and stack their effects to destroy their opponent. Rogue cards take advantage of the combo mechanic, which gives them extra effect if rogue card has already played that turn. For example, if Rogue plays the leader of the Defias gang, they put this creature 2/2 on board. If Rogue plays Backstab and
then plays Defias, the gang leader's influence will energize, giving both Rogue gang leader and defias bandits. Rogues use a variety of cheap spells as well as effects that make their cards cheaper in order to ensure they can always perform their own combos. Hero Power: Dagger Mastery - 1/2 Dagger Processing. With
this power, Rogue can always be a weapon at hand, giving them flexibility in dealing with enemy minions. Shaman: Control the primitive elements, shaman uses powerful creatures and damage to control the council. Their cards often have low mana costs for the effects they offer, but this power comes at a price; Many of
their cards have an overload mechanic, which limits the mana they can spend in the next turn. For example, Lightning Bolt deals 3 damage for only one mana aa. However, it has excess 1, meaning that on your next turn one of your mana crystals will not be available for use. Power Hero: Call Totemic - Call Random
Totem. There are four totems that can be called by this ability, with different stats and effects. While the totems are weak, their abilities can significantly affect the outcome of the cycle. Warlock: For those who love to live dangerously, wars damage themselves and their creatures for advantages, always looking for ways to
trade on their opponent. Warlock has many demon minions, which are stronger than usual but have additional costs behind Mana. The Pit Lord, for example, is 5/6 for four mana, which is stronger than most 4-mana creatures, but requires an additional cost of 5% of The Health of Warlock. Hero Power: Tap Life - draw a
card and take 2 damage. The only hero's strength with an extra cost besides Mana, Tap makes up for it by giving Warlock tremendous flexibility. The ability to draw a card on any turn means Warlock will always be options, never having to deal with an empty hand. Warrior: Veto powerful weapons and creatures that thrive
when dealing or taking damage, Warrior seeks to eliminate their opponent's minions through brute force. Many warrior cards provide a shield, which acts as a health but has no limit. So the warrior can easily go above the healthy maximum of 30. High Shield allows the warrior to play fearlessly with regard to the attack.
Warrior followers often improve when they take damage, such as berserker fronds. Synergistic with this, the warrior also has a number of spells that can damage their minions and make them stronger. Hero Power: Shield up! - Earn 2 shields. The total life of the warrior extends, providing an amazing defense. Due to the
many warrior weapons, this constant display of shields enables them to attack the minions personally without worrying about losing too much health. Next page: Play the game now that you have supposedly chosen a class and built a deck, it's time to test your skills and collect more cards. Before you start playing against
real people, make sure you have a strong understanding of how the game progresses. Maybe you will remember this from the tutorials, but here is a quick primer just in case. The beginning of the game at the beginning of the game, will be elmed virtual currency to determine who goes first. The player who goes starts
first with three cards in hand, while the other player draws four and also gets a card called coin, a spell that costs zero mana and gives them one extra crystal mana turn. After tossing the coin, both players have the option to mulligan, mix cards from the starting hand back to the deck and draw a new one. You can select
any and all cards in the starting hand to mulligan, and draw a new card for each returned card. You can only get Mulligan once, so think carefully about what you have at hand and what you want. How it works in turn at the beginning of your turn, your empty mana crystals are refilled and you can get additional mana
crystals, up to a maximum of ten. After this, you can draw a card higher than your deck. Any effects that lead at the beginning of the turn will also occur. To play the card in your hand, simply select the card and place it on the board. If the card has an effect that requires a goal, you must select that goal before the card is
activated. Each player starts with one Mana Crystal and you will earn extra Crystal Mana at the beginning of each turn. When you play card, you will drain a number of your mana crystals depending on the cost of mana card. At the beginning of your next turn, these empty mana crystals will be refilled. Your atons can
attack your opponent or any of their minions. Select one of your minions, then select the enemy you want them to attack. If you have Attacking the opponent, it will deal with damage to their health equivalent to a Menon attack. If the enemy attacks the client, they will treat the damage to each other, reducing their current
health. If the health of the recital is reduced to zero, it will be destroyed. The hero person of the player can also attack, if they have a weapon equipped. When a Player attacks Aminion, they deal with weapon damage in the minion, while the client damages their attack on the player. You can use the power of your hero by
clicking on it and pushing two mana. Once you've finished everything you want to do, you can finish your turn by clicking the end-of-play button. Notice that her time limit turns. After 90 seconds, your turn will end automatically. You will be warned when you have 15 seconds left. This is long and short of it. You and your
opponent will take turns back and forth until one of you loses all your health. Next page: Game modes and features a major tournament, or: good, bad, fooly dust off your spear and oil up your greaves, because the grand tournament has come to Heathston. The second expansion of the game brings with it a couple of
new mechanics and 132 new cards likely to shake the competitive format. With some of the most unusual card effects yet, the TGT will be something if not interesting. The theme of the grand tournament is right there in the title, the competition between self-defense heroes of the warcraft universe. As such, the expansion
is appropriately designed around a crucial aspect but little exploration of the game: hero powers. Each category in Herthstone has its own unique ability, and for the most part these capabilities provide simple but powerful effects. Despite the number of times they are used, hero powers occupied a very small section of
herthstone design space, with very few cards that interact with hero powers. So far, that's it. Many of the new cards in TGT either improve hero powers or produce some kind of additional effect when used. Before marrying the lake, for example reduces the cost of hero powers from two mana to one. Garrison
Commander allows players to use their powers twice in each turn (rather than once in a turn usually). The new big keyword inspiration mechanics for TGT is inspiration. This mechanic directly improves the value of hero powers by providing additional benefits when one of them is used. These effects can range from minor
(such as giving a creature +1 attack) to an amazing (call the legendary creature). Inspiration abilities provide crucially additional value from mana spent on the use of hero power. In the past, hero powers often lead to a loss of rhythm, as their effects have been minor enough that any Mana 2 card at hand is likely to
benefit you the most. However, now it is possible to stack up inspiring effects and get a huge swinging rhythm of hero powers. Unfortunately, despite how curious the inspiration is from a design perspective, many of the cards you use look fairly weak. it seems that the blizzard has adjusted the stats and The costs on
inspiration cards will be worse in exchange for inspiration alveen effects. The problem is that inspiration effects require investing two more mana to make the card work, so many cards with Inspire require a little too much time to be worth the cost. Of course, there have been cards in the past that seemed disappointing
and later turned out to be amazing (hello, Graeme Shepherd) so it's quite possible that the decks based around inspiration will prove to be competitive. Only time and experimentation will say. Another great mechanical duel in TGT is swordsing. When one plays a card with swords, each of the players reveal a random
card from their decks. If the card detected by the fencing player has a higher cost than the Mana, the fencing card will receive a reward of some kind. Take, for example, an armored war horse. When played, each of the players reveal the minion of their decks. If the owner of Warhorse reveals minion with a high cost of
mana, the Warhorse gains a charge, which means it can attack in turn played. In a sense, sparring is like adding a mini-game of war to Herthston. The fairly random nature of ability means that games can become violently unpredictable. It seems that swordsing is best suited for controlling decks, which tend to play high-
cost minions and are therefore likely to successfully get fencing bonuses. Game modes and features by this point you must have a decent understanding of gameplay. As mentioned, there are a number of unique creatures and spells in the game, and the best way to learn more about those are to play. For those new to
Herthstone, there are a few things that may require an explanation, all of which can be seen on the menu screen. The main menu has a few different options. Playing, of course, is what you choose when you want to play a normal game against people. When choosing to play, you have two modes to choose from: casual
and rank. The gameplay is the same for both of them, and the only difference is that in rank mode you have an order linked to your account. Winning games will increase your rank, and losing games will reduce it. The spin-off mode does not have such a system of bonuses and penalties, it's just a situation for people who
want to play. Until you collect a good set of cards, it is recommended to adhere casually. As you move up the ranked ladder, you will face floors that are neatly tuned to competitive play, and many decks will have legendary cards, and higher rarity cards with destructive abilities. Solo Adventures are story-based
challenges that you will face against powerful boss characters. These bosses have unique cards and hero powers are not available to players. As you progress through adventure, you will launch new cards that cannot be obtained in any other way. You can access adventures by spending real money or gold. As of now
there are two adventures available: the curse of Naxxramas, in which players battle through the horrors of the undead and unlock death-focused cards; And Blackrock Mountain, in which players must thwart the competition From the mountain and get strong dragon cards in the process. The arena offers a unique
challenge for those who enjoy building a deck. By paying the entrance fee (150 gold or $1.99) you get a deck yard project. Start with an empty deck and you will be served with 3 cards to choose from. You choose one of these cards to go in your deck, disappear two others, and offer you with a new set of three cards.
You can repeat this process until you have a deck of 30 cards that you can then use to fight other people in the arena. There are two ways you end up running your arena: with 12 wins, or 3 losses. After you finish running your arena, you will get prizes based on the number of your victories. The My Collection tab is
where you can view all your cards and create floors. If you have cards you don't want, you can destroy them to get a resource called dust, which you can use to craft new cards. Hertston's latest game mode, Melee Pub, is also harder to prepare for. Every week, Blizzard creates a new set of rules for brawling, often with
strange results. One week players had to endure the roles of coach characters like Nefarian and use exclusive private decks for the said head, while another players using the decks were almost entirely made up of unstable gates, a mana card that provides a random minion. For those who want to change the tempo of
the standard games of Herthston, Pub Brawl is a rolling and chaotic experience. Even players are rewarded with a free pack of cards for their first win in Brawl every week, so it's always good to try it. Green and Gold: The shop and how to use it other prominent features of Herthston are shop and tab questions. The shop
is a place for you to spend real money of gold to buy packs of cards, arena entries, and solo adventures. While Hearthstone is free to install and play, you can only get most cards from packages or by crafting them using dust. Buying packages is generally the fastest way to build a set of your cards. If you do not want to
spend money, there is in the game currency, gold, which you simply get by playing. Basically, you can get everything in the game through either time or money. The only question is what value do you have more? Packages contain 5 random cards from a set, and each package will have at least one card of rare or higher
rarity (rarities are common, rare, epic, and legendary). There are a number of purchase options, and you can save money by buying packages in bulk. You can also buy an individual package for 100 gold. So far there are two groups you can buy cards from, Classic and Goblins vs Gnomes, each with significantly different
cards. Quests are challenges that players can complete to earn gold. New challenge players are released every day. There are no time limits to complete, but you can only have three active questions at once. Simple tasks will usually be like playing twenty creatures from certain mana or win five games as a particular
category. Players can also earn gold simply by winning games; Next page: Advanced Studies Advanced Studies so you've played a bit of Herthstone. You've hit rank 18 on the ladder, gone 5-3 in your yard past the run; You have some experience under your belt and now you want to rise to the next level. Herteston is a
simple game on the surface; In higher levels of play (for example, tournaments where players win big cash prizes) there is a constant assessment of strategies that work well and how to improve them, even if only a little. The most important step in pursuing any craft, whether learning guitar, timber, or Herthston, is
learning from others. Fortunately, the Herthston community is teeming with people who examine and write about competitive floors and Herthstone's theory. In addition to all the keywords players learn to recognize in Herthstone, there are some more advanced concepts that are important to understand if you want to play
at a higher level. These concepts are common to collect gaming cards in general, and many magic: assembly players in particular have written a great deal about them. Card feature – one of the most important aspects of playing a card game well, card feature is the idea that having more cards than your opponent gives
you an advantage over them. This indicates both cards are in hand and on board. Often, play can be evaluated in the amount of card feature won or lost by the player. For example: you play master of the arena, 6/5 with irony. Your opponent has two minions, 3/3 and 2/2. He's attacking your master in the yard with both of
them. They traded two cards for one card for you, which is a net profit of +1 for you. Another example: Player A has four minions on board and each one has four health. Player B plays Flamestrike, which tackles four damages to all enemy minions. Thus player A destroyed all B creatures, spending only one card to
remove four of their opponent. If (a) kept one or two of those creatures in their hands, The P-5's Vlastraic would have traded 1 for only 1 for 2, and success in Herthston is often determined by scenarios like this, increasing the value of your cards. Tempo – somewhat similar and intertwined with the card feature, the pace
of a complex concept about which he wrote so much. Perhaps the simplest way to think about the pace is to look at it as the rate at which you defeat your opponent. In theory, if you use more efficiently than your mana than your opponent, you will come out before them. Let's say on the run five your opponent spend slot
all four of mana to play Yeti Chillwind, creature 4/5. They don't do anything. That turn. Your turn starts five, and spend one mana to play Mana Tumor. Then Mana spends the remaining four to throw the ball, killing their yeti. You both had five mana to spend on turns, but now you have a creature on the board and they
have nothing to play to catch up. Next page: The popular deck building deck and popular looking decks on some of the upper floors used is a great way to find out what works and what doesn't work. Keep in mind that popular strategies go up and down regularly, and that sometimes a new set of cards or player will simply
be released notice the tactic no one else has previously thought of. However, some of these floors may not be considered strong in a year or even a month. Competitive Herthston is a teeming pond, with new life often appearing to replace the old. To stay on top of the game one requires to keep track of trends constantly.
The popular deck building may change as new cards are added or players discover new ways to use the old, but the principles of building a deck tend to remain the same. Your goal at Herthston is always to bring your opponent's health to zero and there are many ways to go about doing so. There are three basic models
of decks, outlined below, with each particular way of destroying the enemy. Aggro: The floors focused on using many smaller and weaker minions to hasten the opponent before they had a chance to respond. Control: Slower decks that focus on keeping opponents locked, usually using spells to keep the enemy panel
clear. The goal is often to grind the enemy down before finishing them with large minions or damage spells. Combo: Floors focused around using a certain combination of cards to achieve a tremendous impact. For example, using a group of creatures with the ability to spell power + to enhance the damage of spells, then
quickly blow up the opponent. When you start building a deck, it is important to consider how you want to attack your opponent as well as the tools you have. Hunters, for example, are naturally suitable for aggro floors because of their small creatures and different ways that harm opponents. Priests, on the other hand,
have many spells designed to weaken or destroy enemy creatures and are therefore suitable for playing control. However, it is quite possible to build a control hunter deck or a combo priest. In addition to class and style of play, it is important to consider some advanced concepts such as the Mana curve. As a rule, you
want to have a mana cost distribution so that you can always run a card at any given turn. Getting more specific, you also want to have a curve that fits your deck style. For example, the aggro hunter deck will have many cards that cost one mana and three, gradually falling from four mana onwards. The hand surface, on
the other hand, will be stacked with expensive cards like a mountain giant because this specific deck can find ways to take it out If you are trying to reach a high rank in constructed gameplay, it is important to read on what popular decks are, and think about floors that may be effective against those. This process of
studying trends and coping with overcoming is called metagame. Of course, there's nothing wrong with just building a deck and finding it fun to play, either. The popular decks (subject to change) Facehunter you've already seen this deck. If you play ranked, six out of ten games will play against this deck. It's the dark
shape you see from the corner of your eye when you walk home at night, every speck of dust floating in front of your eyes, all the ones you notice and everything you don't notice. This deck owes its strange name to the premise directly: you can use cheap minions, damage spells, and weapons to deal damage directly to
your opponent at every turn. If you can't play card or simply don't want to, you can use hero hunter power to get some guaranteed damage. It is a relentless style of deck, and because Facehunters tend not to include cards that cost more than 3 mana, they rarely have a bad opening hand. Moreover, the deck is really
cheap and does not use any epic or legendary cards. As such, it is popular among newer players who want to climb ranks quickly. Handlock A is a deck type that makes the amazing use of warlock hero power and even turns warlock's great flaw (self-harm) into power, the Handlock decks are expensive, requiring many
epics and sometimes legendary, but provide a pleasant experience for players who love to live on the edge. Handlock decks focus on drawing as many cards as possible. This not only gives the player options, it allows them to play powerful creatures like Drake Twilight and Giant Mountains that require a lot of cards in
hand. Tap life serves two purposes, both by drawing cards and hurting the player. Losing too much health quickly allows Warlock to call the molten giants early, which will need to deal with the opponent immediately. If things get too hairy, cards like Tortech Hillbot and Erson Fraser can keep you alive. Freezing the deck
mag of fire and ice, Freezing Mag uses spells like Nova Frost and ice barrier to stall their opponent, whittling away at them so Maggie can unleash a huge amount of blast to finish them off. Faithful to his name, Freeze Maggie is a style built around slow, systematic gameplay. You are not interested in crushing your
opponent immediately as much as preventing them from destroying you if they come out a few powerful minions, play Frost Nova to freeze them and then drop Doomsayer will allow you to clear the board with minimal effort. If you can get a Frost Bolt and two ice rams in your hand, you can take off a third of your
opponent's health for just 6 mana. Find out when to use your spells is necessary with this kind of deck, but when you played well it is very to overcome them. Control the warrior never let it be said that it can't have brains and muscles. Using weapons and clever use of amateurs to eliminate any minions played by the
opponent, the warrior hopes to control the exhaustion of the enemy's surface and then begin to drop the game's huge late threats like Ysera. Control Warrior is famous among Hertston players for the cost of building: with at least five legendary and few epics, most versions of this surface have a net worth of more than
12,000 dust (for comparison, facehunter's surface associated above has a value of 1320 dust), lending the deck to its title, Warrior Wallet. This popular deck for a number of favorable games it has against common decks; In particular, he strongly prefers to win against Facehunters because of his many options for dealing
with minions, as well as cards that keep the warrior alive, such as Shieldmaiden. Shepherd Warrior is another warrior deck that rewards intelligent gameplay, called Shepherd Warrior after Main Menon, and the curious delight of The Shepherd Grim. The shepherd is the star of this deck because of its outrageous ability:
whenever it takes damage and survives, it calls for a clone of itself. When paired with cards like Whirlwind and Inner Rage that allow the warrior player to deal with minor damage to their own creatures, it is very easy to get a whole board of patrons. Despite the name, however, the Grim Shepherd is not the only deadly
weapon this deck. Away from it, actually. Deck also runs Frothing Berserker, who earns damage every time minion takes the damage and can easily end with 20 attacks if the warrior makes some crafty plays. Of course when everything else fails it can fall back on the deck of Grommash Hellscream. This deck has many
tracks to beat, making it one of the strongest decks in the competitive Herthston landscape. It also requires careful planning out of large groups, so if you want a deck that will challenge you and also demolish your opponent, this is definitely one to consider. Mid-range druids take advantage of Druid's ability to get extra
mana through cards like Wild Growth and Innervate, this mid-range style deck like coming out of powerful threats such as druids from the early clutch, forcing the opponent to burn through a lot of cards to remove them. By the time they run it, Droid is ready to pull bigger guns, including The Force Nature/Savage Roar
combo, which offers a whopping 14 damage on its own. This druid deck is always capable of exploding, even if it doesn't seem to have much on board. Because of this, opponents cannot feel completely safe. We hope that this choice of decks gives you a good feeling of the variety of strategies available in Herthston. As
you improve in the game, experimenting with different layers and deck types is a great way to keep things interesting. Update on 8-24-15: Add a description of a new pub brawl mode and update the popular decks section with some additional comments on how proper deck. Editors' recommendations
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